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THE CATHOLIC RECORDidly io, woe. <

QBtntcttttmrol.«hr* no healing unless by this mind, art of medicine, are judges of their own 
?alLver much we trust in drugs or any and others' ills ?

*h »r means towards which human faith In answer to this question, we may 
ut Ltii»avor is directed." quote from the book of Ur. J. M. Buuk-

ce Christian Science condemns ley, “Faith Healing," “Christian 
1 rejects medical aid and drugs, Science," and “ Other Superstitions :

» 8 a personal God, and condemns “All honest and rational persons are 
i/mind curing sects as hypnotists. In competent to testify whether they feel 

a . vvords, Christian Science is noth- sick and whether they seem better, or 
? e but*a cultured pantheism. believe themselves to have recovered
1 There are some religious teachings so alter having been prayed for and 
•diculously absurd that one only be- j anointed. . . But their testimony of 

rl moro ridiculous in attempting a what disease they had, or whether they 
C 'futation of them. Happily this is not art1 entirely cured, is a diilerent matter, 
r< ,resent lot, since we are concerned and to have value must be scrutinized in 

of Christian every case by competent judges. In 
general, diseases are internal or ex
ternal. It is clear that no individual 
can know positively tin* nature of any 
internal disease that he has. The diag
nosis of the most skilful physician may
be in error. Post-mortems in cole- cure the same kind ol diseases ; and 
brated cases have often shown that that all these diseases are cured by the 
there has been an entire misunderstand- same principle, t. c , the mind.

If this be true, we have a most re
markable phenomenon of countless 
schools and sects professing many dilivr
ent theories or bell, fs and producing 
the same result. Needless to say, all 
these diilerent theories and schools can
not be correct ; if they are, then man 
must be the most discordant mixture of 
being in existence. Hence the fact that 
these cures are effected by the mind, 
anti that the same cures are produced, 
would naturally lead us to expect some 
common explanation for them all. This 
seems to be reflected, partially at least, 
in the conduct of these different schools 
of mind-cures towards one another. The 
adherents of these different curative 
agencies, in their endeavor to defend 
their own particular school, call one 
another hypnotists. The divine healer 
disparagingly brands Christian Science 
as hypnotism ; Christian Science, in 
turn, calls Mental Science hypnotic ; 
and so on all along the line. But this is 
not strictly correct. For while in 
hypnotism suggestion plays a most im
portant part, in fact so important 
a part that Bernheim, the great 
French hypnotist, prefers c tiling it sug
gestion, still hypnotism implies more 
than suggestion. It implies sleep, which 
is not a factor in any form of mind- cure.
“ In every form with which we are ac
quainted the patient is in full possession 
of his awakened consciousness. . . . 
In a scientific sense, however, it is true 
all mental therapeutics is hypnotism, t. c., 
it is suggestion. Suggestion is the bond 
of union between all the different meth
ods, Divine Healing, Christian Science, 
Mental Science, etc. And the law of 
suggestion is the fundamental truth 
underlying all of them, and that upon 
which each lias built its own superstruc
ture of ignorance, superstition, and 
fanaticism.” (Goddard, op. cit., p. 51.)

Such is the conclusion of Goddard, 
that all these cures, which can be attri
buted to the influence of tl^ mind, have 
their efficacy and explanation in sugges
tion.

wrought there are the same percentages , 
of cures by all the methods. Stripped j 
of a few characteristic phrases, all the | 
reports from all the different forms are 1 
identical. A testimonial to a patent 
medicine, for example, reads precisely 
like some of Duwie'e reports of divine 
healing cure. Again there are many 
records of people going from one school 
to another, and in this no one practice 
seems to show any advantage. Some 
fail after trying all. Some fail to get 
cured by divine healing, but get restored 
by Christian Science and vice versa. 
Others fail with Christian Science and 
are successful with hypnotism and vice 
versa."

This is the conclusion, if not of all, at 
least of almost all men of science on this 
subject. They agree iu this, that all 
these “ schools " cure diseases ; that all
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science ami their explanation. How
ever one can scarcely resist the tempta
tion which Hudson presents of subjvct- 

Mrs. Eddy’s teaching to syllogistic 
reasoning. Matter does not exist. Our 
bodies 
bodies
would seem .. . , . .
strate the un soundness of this doctrine.

But what are the facts? Before con
sidering these it might be well to note 

the attitude of Christian Scientists 
towards men of simple, yet true, science.
What that attitude is may be well 
judged from the following: Drs. Huber, 
of New York, and Goddard, of Clark 
University, Worcester, in the interest 
of science, sought from Christian

certain credentials for the “ Especially in women do the troubles 
cures which it claims to effect and . to which they are the most subject give 
which, if true, would certainly go far to ,i3e U> hysteria, iu which condition they 
prove the truth of its teachings. 11 the may firmly believe that they are afflicted 
adherents of Christian Science really with disease of the spine, of the heart, 
believed that these cures occurred, or, indeed, of all the organs. 1 heard an 
then they would gladly welcome and intelligent woman ‘ testify ' that she 
invite fair and square investigation, had * heart disease, irritation of the 
If these same adherents of Christian : epiual chord, and bright's disease of the 
Science did not really believe in these kidneys, and had suffered from them all 

then the attitude which they for ten years.’ She certainly had some
symptoms ol them. . . . The forego
ing observation relates to internal dis
ease, but it is by u<> means easy to deter
mine what an internal disease is. Tumors
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j Hence the practical if not the unani
mous conclusion of science on Ibis quvs- . 
tion is, first, that the euros wrought b, ;
Christian Science ami these different 
sects and schools have tlieir cause In the 
mind. Secondly, that these cures are ( 
limited to functional, and do not extend ( 
tojstrictly organic and surgi -al diseases.
This is a conclusion based not only 
upon a psychological study ol the mind, 
its power and its relation to the body, ( 
not only upon a study of the history of 

thus effected in the past, but upon , 
a careful and thorough investigation of 
the cures claimed to be wrought by 

1 these different systems. Add to this
,m‘-Tthink the cures recorded in these the Let that none of.these " have , 
i. e-es prove beyond a reasonable doubt »* yet disproved this conclusion, hy 
tiL't whnè the nervous affections pro- bringing forth proofs sufficient to men , 
scut the grand field for physical there- the assent of competent and unbiased
peutics diseases beyond the neurotic persons, and we have grounds sufllol- | “One whole afternoon.
boundary inav lie amen lble to the faith- ently solid to accept this conclusion j “What! And the second?
, . 1H r - ,,x.„„ut. and to reject these extraordinary cures “Only one hour.
Ou the other hand, I readily grant for of Christian Science and other faith- “And, pray, what offense had you
serious organic afflictions the range of curing sects. committed to deserve so small a pmnsh-
mental influence is decidedly limited.
At the same time, seeing that it is in
disputable that the frame or attitude of 
mind acts powerfully on the skin, kid
neys and lungs, and seeing that the role 
■of "the physician is to act upon these, 
there is no good reason for excluding 
the beneficial influence of mental agents 
in some nun-nervous affliction.

p,., can tv* defined sufficiently for our 
purpose- In the treatment of tills ques- 
ti .11, we will depend entirely 
opinions of scientific authorities.
Hack Tuke, a man whose opinion 
carries with it great weight, speaking 
this subject says : “ That imagination 
mid faith can exert some influence over 

I suppose disputes.

Dr. Summer School
Altencl.inceJin- !;z r

andKK=
lui i't ulic SchoolThe great question is, what is the extent 

ol this i nil ueu 2c—what are its li mi ta
il ins ? (That imagination lias two im
portant bearings : one on the practical 
employment of this power in medicine 
and the other on the truth of alleged

no one
subsequently adapted is easily explaiu- 
able.

Teach Ei
Eat'

■Dr. Huber, in the Popular Scientific 
Monthly for October, ISO'.), relates his
futile attempts to obtain from Christian are often mistaken for cancers, an1 can- 
Scientiits evidence whereby lie might cers are of different species, so tie incur- 
iuvestigate the truth of one of the many able by any means known to the medical 
cases of cures which they claim to have profession, others curable. It is by 

• effected and which are held by medical these differences that quack cancer 
science as incurable. Not even in one doctors thrive. . . . There is also a
case could an interview be obtained difference iu tumors ; some under no 
with a person claiming to have been circumstances cause death ; others are 
cured oi one of these incurable diseases, liable to become as fatal as a malignant 
Let me quote Dr. Huber's own account pustule. . .
of the cases he investigated : “I ex- given the cure has been exaggerated, 
arnined in succession, and without excep Relapses have not been made public, 
tion, the case of every Christian Science peculiar sensations still felt and re
cure up to the number of twenty. All gisted have been omitted from the de- 
these were of their own choosing ; no gcription and the mode of cure has been 
doubt, then, they would be considered P strictedto one act or a single mom nt of 
to be ’among tlieir * good ' cases ; their time when, in response to questions, it 
‘ft lu es ’ 1 hid no opportunity to ex appeared that it was weeks or months 
amine. . • 1 c uld find in all twenty 1 before the person could properly be said 
case?, and in all the o twenty cases no to be well. In all such cases it is obvi 

that would have occasioned a ous that written testimony is of little
value ; indeed, it is seldom that a pub
lished account in books supporting 
vels of this kind shows any sign of being 
written by a person who took the pains, 
if he possessed the capacity, to investi
gate the facts accurately. Frequent 
quotations of such accounts add nothing 
to their credibility or value. * . The 
object of these remarks is not to dis
credit all testimony, but to show the 
conditions upon which its value de 
pends." I11 virtue of the evidence ad
duced, are we not justified in classifying 
many of the cures of Christian Science 
among those suggested by the above 
quotations ?

Like innumerable other curative 
agencies Christian Science cures dis- 

The questions that naturally 
suggest themselves are : 1st.

of Christian Science are not what

PETERBQRÜ BUSIN' SS 
COLLEGE
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cures
I
I

Principals

. Often in the account

In regard to these extraordinary ment ?" 
cures of Christian Science there is “ I was sent to prison to whitewash 
little to merit one's consideration. For ( cell to accomodate a lawyer who had 
of wliat value is a statement declaring cheated one of his clients." 

of cancer, of ulcer in the . __the cure
stomach, when there has been absolutely .

.edical diagnosis ? Of wliat weight “Why are all thote people flocking 
are reports, the accuracy and complete- dow 11 to Hiram Hardapple s barn? ask- 
ness of which may, with good reason, be cd the old farmer on the hay wagon. ^ 

these may act injuriously, even unto questioned ? What estimate is to be “Hi's got a curiosity down tliar,
death iu organic diseases, daily expert- put on the conduct of that sect which chuckled the village constable, 
ence proved why then, may they not flinches from the light of a fair and open | “That so? What kind of a curiosity 
act iu the direction of health and life ? investigation of its claims ? None at , is it? ’ , w
j ustiv who shall venture to draw the all, except that which justifies us in “Why, Hi s old red and white Jersey

eonduding that Its olaiinnaronot

ot8nervoushtoflü™te?"eyOUd ^ ra"ee WIT AND HUMOR. ) cim^'IlhèmuTif"‘lm didn’t make a mis-
of nervous mliucnc ------- take and give her a pint of gasoline.*

Touching on this subject George Uoe The Lightning rod agent stopped be- t,,)v t(,m Didn’t kill her, did it?"
says: “ Medical men are pretty gen- foro the farmhouse and addressed the 1,.. heck, it had a funny effect,
erally agreed that suggestion reaches ^ man who was sitting iu the door-way ^Tow instead of going ‘Moo, moo,' like
directly none but functional disease, ( sharpening his pack-knife. nnv other sensible cow, she goes ‘Honk,
that is, disease in which the organ re- j “Anything doing iu my line to-day, j. j,|{0 one 0f them thar blamed
mains ^intact, but shows excessive, de- . air?“ he asked. automobiles."—Chicago Nows,
fective, or otherwise irregular actmty. tq dunno. What s your lino? asked 
Suggestion does not replace an arm shot ( the farmer.
off in battle ; it does not set bones ^ “Lightning rods,” said the agent,
broken or reduce a dislocation." (George , **\Vhat good be they?" demanded the
Ooe : Spiritual Life,p. 17<.) J farmer.

This is, in substance, the opinion of “They’ll save your house from ketch- 
all medical men on this subject. Many ing fire if it’s struck," explained the 
passages could be quoted to this effect, ; agent hopefully.
but w - will content ourselves with citing ‘ Git out o’ here, gol dern ye! cried 
two of unusual clearness on this point. , the farmer wrathfully. “1 bin pay 111 
C. Lloyd Tuckoy, a man of no small seven dollars a year insurance on this
authority, in the Nineteenth Century, here shack o’mine for the last ten years
December. 18S8, iu an article entitled, aud nuthin’s happened yet. My luck s 

as a Medical Treat- j bad enough as it is without your addin 
One is asked whether to it with your pesky old fandangi

' How in heck d’ye think I’ll ever git my 
back with one o’ them things

That
cures , ,.r. .
medical man the least surprise. \\ hat 
did surprise me was the vast dispropor
tion between the results they exhi- 

rlnim« mucin bv 
. I

theand
Christian Science healers. . .
heard during my investigation of yellow 
fever, phthisis, cancer, aud locomotor 
ataxia, which had been healed hy Chris
tian Science, but the truth compels the 
statement that my efforts to examine 
these cases were defeated by the cheap
est sort of subterfuge aud elusion." 
After citing a number of wonderful 
cures obtained hy Mrs. hddy and other 
Christian Scientists, he asks : “ Who 
are the people that have been cured ? 
What are tlieir names ? Where do they 

found ?

hit
Touching on this subject George Coe
.... . ‘t All f1w> ni<i tltilvi ! 11 ii ro VAll the probabilities are clearly 

in favor of the conclusion that all the 
of Christian Science healingsuccesses

fall under the law of suggestion." (The 
Spiritual Life, p.p., 196-7.)

Thus, as iu suggestive therapeutics so 
also in mental therapeutics, the funda
mental law is the law of suggestion. 
The ideas suggested are different, but 
the results are the same. In. mental 
therapeutics the mind is, as it were, 
possessed by the idea suggested, and in 
obedience to a psychological law tends 
to work itself out iuto a psychological 
expression or “ to materialize itself iu 
the body." “ This is the power of sug
gestion’and the essential element in 

aud iu all mental thcrapeu

A well-known professor on the medi
cal side of one of the English universi
ties was a short time ago honored by a 
Royal appointment. With a flush of 
pardonable pride he wrote on a black
board in his laboratory:—

“Professor—informs his students that 
lionor-

How can they be
Eddy and her fol- 

cases for a 
I and other

live ?
Will
lowers submit these 
scientific examination ? 
investigators are asking, and have for 
years been asking, these questions. \V e 
are still awaiting answers."

In his work “ The Effect of Mind on 
by Faith Cures," 
Christian Science

Mrs. .'ii....-
If the

cures
they are claimed to he, what is the 
nature of the cures which they actually 
do effect ? 2nd. What is the curative 
agency employed ? Is it the Divine 
Mind or have these cures a natural ex
planation ? In regard to this question 
no one can reasonably find fault if 
base our solution upon the principle 
that nobody is justified in giving a 
supernatural interpretation to facts that 
admit of a natural one.

The history of cures presents many 
and interesting phenomena. Every age, 
every country, lias its own remarkable 
cures and its own explanation of the 
same. In ancient times the Egyptians, 
Greeks, and Romans had their gods of 
disease, to whom they attributed the 
cures of all ills. At a later period we 
have tlie powders of Paracelsus, the 
King's touch, the tomb of the deacon of 
Paris, and great rakes and many others 
who, together with our many modern 
systems of mind-cure, faith-cure, animal 
magnetism, and hypnotism, all have 
tlieir wonderful cures. A careful study 
of these cures brings out two remark
able facts ; namely, that men during 
every age have experienced cures from 
disease through means seemingly un
proportionate or invisible, and that, no 
matter how illogical, inconsistent, and 
unreal tlieir different theories or beliefs 
may be, they all agri-e in one thing, 
namely, that they all cure disease ; and 
it would seem that here at least the ro

of Paracelsus would find its 
“ Whether the object of

hypnosis, 
tics."
' To enter more deeply iuto a psycho

logical explanation of how these cures 
are effected through the agency of the 
mind would carry us too far afield. 
What is of importance to know is that 
the curative principle common to Chris
tian Science, Divine Healing, Mental 
Science, etc., is the mind. Knowing 
this, it remains for us to learn, in as 
far as we can, what is the extent of 
this curative power of the miud over 
the body.

To define the strict limits of the 
power of the mind in curing disease is a 
task which, perhaps, no one at the pre
sent time would dare attempt. But 
while we cannot fix its exact limits, yet

he has this day been appointed 
ary physician to the King.

Alter the class assembled he had 
occasion to leave the room for a few 
minutes, and on his return found that 

had added the words, “God

Body as Lvidenc 
Goddard writes : 
has unwillingly yielded its facts and 
philosophy to our work. By means of 
many personal interviews with Chris
tian* Science healers, with people who 
had been healed, and with those upon 
whom the method had failed, and by a 
careful perusal of “Science and Health, 
together with a careful study of the life 
of Mrs. Eddy from childhood, a clear 
vtew of the whole system has been ob
tained."

Christian Science claims a power 
which cures not only all diseases cur
able by medical science, but also ^those 
called i curable. From Mrs. Eddy v 
well known work, “Science and Health, 
we quote the following cures as fair 
illustrations of their claims. One man 
is cured of asthma of twenty years 
standing, of a rupture of ten years’ ; his 
left arm, dislocated for forty-two years, 
was cured during the night ; his eye
sight was improved ; constipation and 
indigestion left him entirely; and he 
lost all desire for both drinking and 
smoking. Another is cured of cancer ; 
still another of varicose veins, by read
ing “Scienceand Health." A consump
tive is helped from the first time, he 
opened the book ; the cure following. 
A woman testifies that her husband 
cured of smoking and the liquor habit, 
and of V)right’s disease, pronounced by 
physicians to be in its worst . form. 
Similar accounts could be multiplied ad 
in full turn. But these are fair samples 
of what the adherents of Christian 
Science profess to effect.. ^7hat evi
dences do they produce in support of 
these cures ? For these cases and all 
others mentioned, there is not a single 
certificate from any doctor testifying to 
the existence, much less to the cure 
of these diseases. We have no better 
authority for these cures than Mrs. 
Eddy herself, who apparently has 
other voucher than the word of the

“ Faith Healing 
ment," says ; “
treatment by suggestion has 
every form of disease. O'
has none or only to a very limited ex- \ around?"—J udge.

It cannot remove developed

of »m ill-pox, diphtheria, and other acute , Y,1"'', the flr3t timo,“
maladies whose name is a terror. In Ail. now iu s,

some wag 
Save the King!"nower over 

Over some it money
'

The habitual seeking after ease and 
comfort has fastened upon us a certain 
effeminacy ; we are ever throwing away 
our interest upon trifles ; how can 
have courage and earnestness for our 
duties? Think how the saints served 
God !

tent. <
*

the presence of these, so.far as our pr< 
sent experience goes, it is comparative
ly ineffectual, or it must at least go hand 
in hand with the ordinary system of 
medicine."

This passage reads much like the fol
lowing by John B. Huber, M. D., whom 1 
we already have had occasion to cite. , 
In an article touching on this topic in | 
the New York Medical Journal for . 
February 14, 1‘JO'J, be writes: “ U10 J 
doubtediv through faith many functional ^ 
diseases are cured, and so In their in- . 
cipiency are many organic diseases 
when this factor is made an adjuvant, j 
We cannot definitely determine how ( 
far faith is effectual, to what extent, in- j 
deed, it can influence the making of a , 
blood cell, the production of a drop of 
lymph, of a nerve fiber, the bca ing , 
the heart, the digestion, and the assirau- j 
lation of food, secretion, respiration, 
etc. But we do know that faith, has a 
very limited application. It will not j 
of itself cure organic or surgical disease 
that has obtained a firm foothold."

- Was this the opinion of but three 
chosen out of the goodly number of 
eminent scholars who have written on 
this subject, we might feel as if tread
ing on infirm ground in concluding with 
them “that there are diseases known as 
incurable diseases which none of the 
schools seem to cure, while diseases 
known as curable diseases may, and are 
being cured by all, cured by the direct 
or indirect effects of suggestion. But 

in fine, is the conclusion of 
who have 

In fact,

1
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Another extraordinary fact is that it 
is always the same diseases that are 
cured ; and in this regard all systems of 
“curing" seem bound by the same 
limitations. This is the conclusion of 
ILH. Goddard, who perhaps has made 
the most recent thorough investigation 
in the study of cures claimed to have 
been wrought through the influence of 
Christian Science and other mind heal
ing agencies. His investigation, in as 
far as it was possible, was a personal 

person writimr oue. His conclusions are the more
But what of the failures ? While Tal„able, because they are those of ‘he 

every remarkable cure is solemnly an- impartial scholar having ™thmg 
nminced at the religions gatherings o gain or to lose whatever by the finding^ 
Christian Scientists, and heralded to all “ The result, says G°dcLaJrd’ ...Jtu ‘“ 
parts of the globe, still no mention is investigation, extending over more t 
made of failures, no correction of cures two years, Y l,v en? or two
only apparent, no statement of relapses ; based upon eviden ' / , that
and relapses aud failures there surely items of which we c»u give here, that 
are. Does this not seem like sailing the curative principle /influence ot 
under false colors? the forms is found In the “fluence o
.t*We have seen that one of their prin- the mind of the patient on lus body. I
oi pal tenets is the rejection of all medi- other words, however différant the cla
cal assistance; that is, they reject, and and the methods, t P . few ,,[ 
without sufficient reason, all the ad- is the same. this conclusion,
vanoement made in medical and surgical the items leading thev all have
science by mankind from the beginning They all cure G.soase; ..»>d tin^aU have

of the world. They denounce doctors failures. w,nm. 1-ind of diseases !
and all medicines. Of what value, then, of diseases and the ' „ j those 
is the testimony of those who, rejecting, ar0 incurable to Yb" p tie cures are ’ 
and at the same time ignorant of, the classes of diseases where the cures

|i
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fould risk everything else 
ie of seeing her to-morrow ” 
su the wind blows." I klït 
die, 1 suppose, my brow»
ighedfrt)WD’ f°r R*c*r*kl 

, you look like a thunder- 
he exclaimed. “But s,,arti 
Jon. Do you know me no 
think 1 could desert you *> 
t left in you enough of the 
Jure to want to see what 
t from this place is like* ? 
Bfore one is besieged, is it 
ecome acquainted with the 
Df every loophole toward 
nay, in case of need, lead 
ety as well as secure it for 
ut you are right ; we will

rous fellow did not divine 
se of my ill-humor. He did 
hat, despite what lie was 
all my indifference, I wished 
b of tho way in some secure 
I too had begun to look for- 
no little ardor to meeting 
le J acquêtte the next day, 
ready so much in love as to* 
e her smiles and her pretty 
1 myself.
; himself upon the buffalo 
1 either slept or pretend* d 
But I, seated on a blanket 

; comfortably against a cask, 
myself to the power of many 
he bright banditti " of de- 
dreams that steal 
ner thoughts, 
while his heavy breathing 
he had sunk iuto a genuine 
(t must have been dark out- 
open air when he awoke, for 
of light was gone from the 

îe cave.
himself together sufficiently 
that we were still iu the 

id room, he was eager as be- 
iplore the passage. Setting 
a on a shelf, therefore, that 
a red not take it with us we 

be lighted by its rays, we 
way cautiously, and with no 

•ulty, toward the spot where 
?n the daylight.
Ivanced the roof of the pas- 
v lower, and finally, from 
j onward iu a stooping posture, 
creep on our hands and knees, 
isted upon going in advance, 
s so rash, 1 feared, if some spy 
coats should be lurking out- 
ould spring out aud throttle 
ut a thought that it is some- 
;r to retreat before an enemy 
tinge forward to a vain self- 

»n. As I have auid, he and I 
ibout the same age, yet I al
ii toward him like an older 
hose care it should be to pio- 
frora the needless peril lie 

pon himself by his own bravery. 
*ad of him, accordingly, all at 
ttered an exclamation in an 
? and stopped short, 
is it ?" he asked, impatient at 

ted.
I" said I.
red over ray shoulder and saw 
its at which I stared—two 
fire near the entrance of the 
close to the ground like our-

away our

TO BE CONTINUED.

tES OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
ANCIS D. MCGARRY, C. S. C.

Catholic World for June.
b is any one thing which should 
thinking man towards realizing 
ssity of some authoritative re- 
; is the recent rise of innuniur- 
s that, upon purely natural or 
tural phenomena, are striving 
up anew the true Christianity, 
call it. In Europe especially, 
rialist has been forced by vvid- 
most convincing to give up his 

osition and to accept the belief 
□seen and little-known world, 
rica we also have our modern 
aity in the form of untold num- 
urative agencies, professing be
lly different, but experiencing 
un disease through means seem- 
inproportionate or invisible.
1 may be their differences in be- 
-y all agree in making Christ 
under. To the spiritist He is 
t Medium, to the hypnotist the 
ypuotizer, and to the various

Faith-Curing sects He is the 
caler. Hence, nothing more is 
L in order to be a Christian than 
Christ as the great medium of 
The gospel narrative of His 

tth, resurrection and ascension 
•ted to suit their own respective

mportancc of this subject may 
letter realized when it is known 
re in the United States these 
e increasing with great rapidity, 
a numbers and membership, 
in Science is no longer a some- 
erely to be laughed at and ridi- 
It is no longer local but is 
ag itself far and near, making 
roads among the well-to-do and 
long the educated.
1st be reckoned with sooner or 
It is bound to become a greater 
[actor, a receptacle, as it were, 
masses drifting from Protestant- 
inbelief, and of other true Chris- 
dievers, who having been wit- 
of the facts, but not knowing 
ue nature and unable to account 
m, are deceived and led to b(> 
lat the “finger of God is there, 
the danger lies for the faithful, 
nee the necessity of physicians 
»rgy to know and instruct those 
duded both as to the nature of 
cts aud the great underlying 
le which effects these cures. In 
vords, to teach them that they 
i natural, and not supernatural, 
leiia.
re considering the claims of 
an Science, let us see what is the 
o agency at work which, accord- 
its defenders, effects these cures, 
idamentui principle or hypothesis 
stianlSci“uce is, according to Mrs 
ts founder, the denial of matter, 
we have no body, and disease is 
ire impossible. “The only reali
se says, “are the divine miud and 

. . That erring mortal
misnamed mind, produced all the 
c and animal action of the mortal 

“Dis

ais.

And she says elsewhere: 
cured by the divine mind ; the
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